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Pain Points

what means pain points??
a number of issues
which are not satisfactorily solved
but which are very important for the
application of sandwich panels and
which should be definitely improved
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Main Topics

Ø Hidden fixing
Ø Visible fixing
Ø Stiffening effect of sandwich panels for

substructures
Ø Panels as supporting substructures for

facades
Ø Resistance of sandwich panels to point

loads and line loads
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Pain Points

Hidden fixing
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Hidden fixing, schematic pictures
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Characteristic values for hidden fixing in a German approval
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Example

maximum utilization of the panel: 89,3 %
utilization of the fixing:

Fixing with two screws and a plate!

Support no.5: 163 %

Support no.4: 169 %

Support no.3: 120 %

Support no.2: 189 %

Support no.1: 145 %

stat. system:

l»
3,

2
m

Panel: PUR; D = 175 mm,
t1 = 0,75 mm, t2 = 0,50 mm, lightly profiled
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Example

Fixing with two screws and a plate!

Support no.10: 163 %
Support no.  9: 96 %
Support no.  8: 72 %
Support no.  7: 75 %
Support no.  6: 83 %
Support no.  5: 82 %
Support no.  4: 87 %
Support no.  3: 76 %
Support no.  2: 97 %
Support no.  1: 175 %

utilization of the fixing: stat. system:

l»
1,

5
m

maximum utilization of the panel: 78,8 %

Panel: PUR; D = 175 mm,
t1 = 0,75 mm, t2 = 0,50 mm, lightly profiled
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Test arrangement for hidden fixing
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failure state, compression
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Possible improvement
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Possible improvement with additional steel plates
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Possible improvement with additional steel plates
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Possible improvement with additional steel plates
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Summery for improvement for hidden fixing

Summery:

ØHow can we make it better with the pain point just shown and
solve the problems??
ØThis is in my opinion only possible by systematic, general

studies with universally valid results for the benefit of the whole
sandwich industry!
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Pain Points

Visible fixing
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Example for a practical design
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Example for a practical design

2 3,25 m

2,75 m

stat. system

Position 2: 2-span-panel
Panel: PUR; D = 60 mm
t1 = 0,50 mm, t2 = 0,40 mm
lightly profiled

colorgroup III
wind suction: -0,78 kN/m2

wind suction for fasteners: -0,91 kN/m2

substructure: Z-profile; t = 3 mm

maximum utilization of the panel: 81,7 %
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Visible fixing, ETA

EJOT JT3-6-5,5 x L
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Example for a practical design

Design of fixing:
max. uplifting support force: 6,12 kN/m

for the middle-support with cold formed substructure
n = 6 screws EJOT JT3-6-5,5 x L are needed

NR,k/per screw = 1,90 kN * 0,7 = 1,33 kN; gM = 1,33
NS,d = 6,12 kN / 6 screws = 1,02 kN ≈ 1,00 kN = 1,33 kN / 1,33 = NR,d

But:
Big pain point! Because of the large

number of required screws!!
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Dependence of the wrinkling stress on the number of screws

The wrinkling stresses for the outer faces upon the
central support are only valid for fixing up to a maximum
of 3 screws per meter. For more screws per meter these
wrinkling stresses shall be reduced with the factor

k = (11 - n) / 8 (n = number of screws per meter).

In the example with n = 6 screws
reduction factor: k = (11 - n) / 8 = (11 – 6) / 8 = 0,625
σw,reduced = k * σw = 0,625 * 115 N/mm2 = 71,8 N/mm2
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Example for a practical design

Design for the panel not fulfilled
Ø A panel with higher load bearing capacity shall be chosen

e.g. panel: PUR; D = 60 mm; t1 = 0,75 mm, t2 = 0,60 mm
(instead of t1 = 0,50 mm, t2 = 0,40 mm )

Big pain point!

Take into account the reduction factor
maximum utilization

of the panel: 131,0 %
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Test set-up for pull-through tests with steel strips
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Testing based on small sandwich panel specimens
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Background on the definiton of thed value VR,k

NR,k/per screw = 1,90 kN * 0,7 = 1,33 kN

Value defined in ETA …

Test result (5% fractile value) x 0,67

Required acc. to
EAD DP 15-33-0548-06.2, chapt. 2.2.2.4
Fastening screws for sandwich-panels
αcycl. = 2/3 = 0,67, takes into account the
influence of repeated wind loads

Reduction factor

Required acc. to
ETA 13/0177, chapt. 4.2.1
Reduction 0,7 is taken into account for
connections of sandwich panels to thin walled
asymmmetric profiles like Z- or C- shaped
profiles
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Realistic characteristic values for VR,k

ØRealistic characteristic values for the tensile resistance VR,k

NR,k = value given in ETA / 0,67 x 0,7

no influence of cycling loading no influence regarding thin
walled asymmetric profiles

In the example:
relevant NR,k = 1,90 kN / 0,67 = 2,84 kN  (instead of 1,33 kN!!)
That means an improvement of 2,84 / 1,33 = 2,13 = 213 %
n = 3 screws EJOT JT3-6-5,5 x L are needed
NS,d = 6,12 kN / 3 screws = 2,04 kN ≤ 2,13 kN = 2,84 kN / 1,33 = NR,d

That means: Only 3 screws are needed
by that no reduction for the wrinkling stress is required and the
originally chosen panel can be used
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Summery for improvement for visible fixing

Summery:

Even if I see the situation somewhat too positive I think it is
absolutely clear that there is a great potential to improve the
design of the fastening with visible fixing and to reduce the current
pain points.
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Values for resistance for steel grade S220

At the end I would like to mention one more but a smaller paint point:

The values for resistance in the Annexes of the ETA are always for a
steel grade higher than S 280.
But a lot of sandwich panel types have faces with S 220 or S 250.
In these cases no official valid design values are available for the
fastening. New tests or an (un-)official defined adjustment
(extrapolation) are necessary.
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Summery for improvement for hidden fixing

Summery:

ØHow can we make it better with the pain point just shown and
solve the problems??
ØThis is in my opinion only possible by systematic, general

studies with universally valid results for the benefit of the whole
sandwich industry!
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Pain Points

Stiffening effect of sandwich
panels for substructures
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Stiffening effect of sandwich for supporting structures

Parameters needed for determining stiffening effect of sandwich
panels when connected to supporting structures

Annex G
(normative)

CEN/TC 128
prEN 14509-2
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Stiffening effect of sandwich for supporting structures
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Exampel for the influence of torsional restraint

at CϑA = 0,0

at CϑA = 0,5

at CϑA = 0,9

Load bearing capacity for wind suction loading for a
Cold formed Profile C 140-30, t = 3 mm, L = 6,0 m
regarding different torsional restraint of sandwich panels

© Ingenieurbüro Schrag, Netphen

qR,d = - 1,11 kN/m

qR,d = 1,75 kN/m

qR,d = 2,02kN/m
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Test set up for heavy hot rolled profiles
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No torsional restraint by uplift loading

There is no torsional restraint by sandwich panels for
uplifting loading (wind suction) due to the gap between
upper flange of the beam and the inner face of the
panel caused by the indentation of the fastener`s
head.
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Test set up for thin walled profiles

The sandwich panels are loaded by a load q ( e.g. wind pressure or
wind suction). The profile is loaded by a horizontal line load, which
causes the rotation of the beam.

in contrast to the set-up for heavy hot rolled profiles the set-up
has to be adapted for thin walled Z- or U-profiles, as follows:
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test with thin walled profiles
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Summery for improvement for hidden fixing

Summery:

ØHow can we make it better with the pain point just shown and
solve the problems??
ØThis is in my opinion only possible by systematic, general

studies with universally valid results for the benefit of the whole
sandwich industry!
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Pain Points

Panels as supporting
substructures for facades
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sandwich panels with additional attached facades
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sandwich panels with additional attached facades
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Sandwich panel as a vertically upright positioned beam

A

A

section A-A
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Research with sandwich beams
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Sandwich panel as a vertically upright positioned beam

A

A

section A-A

Torsional
moment

S
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Summery for improvement for hidden fixing

Summery:

ØHow can we make it better with the pain point just shown and
solve the problems??
ØThis is in my opinion only possible by systematic, general

studies with universally valid results for the benefit of the whole
sandwich industry!
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Pain Points

Resistance of sandwich panels
to point loads and line loads
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point-loads on sandwich panels due of solar-photovoltaic-systems on the roof

load-bearing widths
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Point loads, possible load positions

To cover all possible effects due to point loads under all possible load
positions only per testing (design by testing), a very large number of
tests would be required. It would need tests for each panel type, all
static systems with all load positions.

point load first
flange

point load second flange

0,5*L
0,15*L0,3*L
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simplified procedure

To reduce the number of tests only confirmation tests must
be done, regarding load bearing widths given in DIN 18807,
Part 3, Table 2 for point loads for concrete-filled trapezoidal
sheets . If these widths are in a first step accepted, tests can
be carried out for example only for one span panels.
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Available list of load bearing widths

But the available
lists are out of date and the
structural behavior of
concrete-filled trapezoidal
sheets  and sandwich panels
is different for sure.

List of load bearing widths
given in DIN 18807, Part 3,
Table 2
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Missing valid list of effective width for all sandwich panels

It is therefore a major pain point that there are no valid lists
for effective width specifically for sandwich panels, so that
these costly tests are not necessary again and again. Of
course, extensive series of tests, possibly in the context of
basic researching should be the base.
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Summery for improvement for hidden fixing

Summery:

ØHow can we make it better with the pain point just shown and
solve the problems??
ØThis is in my opinion only possible by systematic, general

studies with universally valid results for the benefit of the whole
sandwich industry!
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Pain points in practice and possible solutions for panels

Thank you for your attention!


